
ON THE WEST COAST OF SYROS, THE FOUNDER OF GREEK LABEL ZEUS+DIONE  

HAS GIVEN A HISTORIC MANSION A STYLISH, STRIPPED-BACK UPDATE

TURNING THE TIDE 

BY CATHERINE FAIRWEATHER. PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK LUSCOMBE-WHYTE
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Villa Delle Grazie in Syros, Greece

HOUSE CALL
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Top row, from left: dining room; Dimitra 
Kolotoura wearing a Zeus+Dione Hera design; 

Paola Navone sunloungers. Middle row, from 
left: living room with Mavriki mirrors; exterior; 
stained-glass window beside bed dressed in 

Zeus+Dione silk sheets. Bottom row, from left: 
hallway; terrace; travertine marble bathroom
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ON THE DOCKS NEXT TO GREECE’S OLDEST SHIPYARD, Dimitra Kolotoura 

waves amid the cargo being disgorged from the ferry on its Athens-

Mykonos-Syros circuit. Only a handful disembark at Ermoupolis, as 

Syros is not on the usual party-island bucket list. Dimitra is luminous, 

a vision in silk, standing out in a crowd of backpackers. With dark blonde 

tresses framing tanned skin and amber eyes, she looks like she is made 

of poured honey; a perfect ambassador for her ethical fashion and 

lifestyle brand, Zeus+Dione. Its designs draw on goddess mythology, 

mining Greek craftsmanship and heritage for inspiration. 

3HE�REACHES�FOR�MY�LUGGAGE�WITH�A�BEJEWELLED�lST��SUNLIGHT�GLEAMING�

on the polished onyx of her great-grandfather’s ring, which she never 

TAKES�OFF��3HE�ALSO�CARRIES�A�THUMBNAIL�SIZED�EFlGY�OF�THE�6IRGIN�-ARY�

– made for her by the monks of holy Mount Athos – and confesses that, 

like her fellow islanders, she wards off the “evil eye” with the colour 

blue and offers pomegranates to attract good fortune.

We leave behind the Neoclassical splendour of Ermoupolis harbour, 

ZIGZAGGING�UP�PAST�THE�FORTIlED�MEDIEVAL�CITY�OF�!NO�3YROS��BUILT�ON�THE�

mountain summit to resist the incessant Saracen pirate raids of that 

era. “This house you are about to see has been my salvation in the 

hurdle of the past 15 years,” she says, changing gears. “Reclaiming it 

after divorce proceedings was a major battle won.” The house had been 

part of the landscape of her childhood and teenage summers with her 

grandparents, who were native islanders. “The villa was a connecting 

thread with my youth, I played with the children of this house,” she 

tells me. In 2008, just after she gave birth to her only daughter, she and 

her then husband put in a bid to buy the villa. “I wanted my daughter 

to enjoy those same summer rituals on the same beaches as I did. 

I longed for that continuity.”    

But following the divorce in 2016, it took several years before Dimitra 

became the sole owner of the house. With a desire to restart her life in 

Syros, she stripped the villa back to its bare bones, helped by architect 

Stelio Agiostratitis, who has designed stadiums and universities, and 

INTERIOR�DESIGNER�6ALERIE�$ECKLERQUE��)T�WAS�lNISHED�LAST�SUMMER�AND�

the result could not feel more Greek in its embrace of elemental sim-

plicity. Waves break against the arched windows and exterior walls, left 

BARE�TO�ALLOW�FOR�THE�PLAY�OF�WATER�REmECTIONS�ON�THE�WHITEWASH��7ITH�

the sea calling below and the sunlight pouring into the house on three 

sides, it exudes an energy that is both meditative and exhilarating.  

7E�PULL�UP�OUTSIDE�6ILLA�$ELLE�'RAZIE�S�BLINK�AND�MISS�IT�ENTRANCE��

)T�IS�JUST�WEEKS�SINCE�THE�BUILDERS�LEFT�AND�DAYS�AFTER�A�SUCCESSFUL�lRST�

RENTAL�TO�AN�)TALIAN�lLM�STAR��WHOSE�NAKED�SWIMS�FROM�THE�BATHING�

platform have already become legendary. Hidden behind walls on a 

STRETCH�OF�THE�COASTAL�ROAD�TO�6OULGARIS�BEACH��FRINGED�WITH�TAMARISK�

trees, fortress-style doors open into a space that gives onto sea, sky and 

wind. It is a kind of Tardis, a house of many windows. The eight bed-

rooms, spread across various levels, all lead out onto Foinikas Bay. The 

PLAQUE�IN�THE�ENTRANCE��WITH�THE�6ILLA�$ELLE�'RAZIE�NAME�CHISELLED�IN�

marble, was a housewarming gift from Mareva Grabowski, the original 

:EUS�$IONE�CO�FOUNDER��WHO�HAD�TO�QUIT�THE�COMPANY�DUE�TO�HER�COM-

mitments as the wife of Greece’s prime minister. Dimitra rechristened 

the house in gratitude for support from Mareva and other friends. This 

gratitude is a key part of her mindset. She writes messages of thanks 

to herself, and the house feels like the latest problem she has overcome 

with positive thinking, having already recovered from physical paraly-

sis, after been diagnosed with MS 14 years earlier. 

The 19th-century waterfront mansion sits within the exclusive his-

torical neighbourhood of Della Grazia on Syros’s western seaboard, 

where shipowners and merchants would compete to build the most 

elegant turreted villas. This one was designed by a Scottish judge who 

was helping rewrite the Greek constitution after the country’s independ-

ence in 1821, with three-foot-thick walls to protect against the summer 

heat and strong Meltemi winds. He brought over extraordinary Burne-

Jones-inspired stained-glass windows through which sunlight pours in, 

leaving claret and chartreuse pools across the master bedroom. Dimitra 

DESCRIBES�THE�GLOWING�0RE�2APHAELITE�lGURES�AS�HER�GUARDIAN�ANGELS��

AND�THE�BIBLICAL�QUOTATIONS�IN�GLASS�n�h3HOW�ME�THE�0ATH�OF�,IFEv�n�FEEL�

LIKE�6ICTORIAN�VERSIONS�OF�HER�OWN�CONlDENCE�BOOSTING�0OST�IT�NOTES�

h(ARMONIAv�IS�ANOTHER�AFlRMATIVE�MESSAGE�IN�STONE��INSCRIBED�INTO�

THE�WALL�ABOVE�A�PROlLE�OF�A�CLASSICAL�GODDESS��3HE�PRESIDES�OVER�A�MARBLE�

dining table, around which the renovations were centred. Dimitra 

stripped out the 1970s pebble dash, leaving only the original beautiful 

MARBLE�CHEQUERBOARD�mOOR�FOR�THE�DINING�ROOM�CONSERVATORY��4O�MATCH�

THE�mOOR��SHE�CHOSE�A�TABLE�MADE�FROM�A�VAST�ONE�TON�CHUNK�OF�RARE�

pink marble from Tisaío Oros. 

Inevitably, the villa works as a dramatic backdrop for the Zeus+Dione 

homeware designs she launched earlier this year, including silk sheets 

WITH�A�JACQUARD�WEAVE�MADE�BY�THE�WOMEN�OF�3OUmI�IN�4HRACE��4HE�

brand has helped breathe life back into the ancient silk town in the 

same way that Dimitra has championed embroidery from Argos, woven 

TEXTILES�FROM�#RETE��MACRAME�FROM�-ETSOVO�AND�FELT�MAKING�FROM�6OLOS���

The dynamic of the interiors hinges on the marriage of old and new, 

humble and noble, traditional and contemporary. There are monastic 

CANDLESTICKS�AND�HANDMADE�:EUS�$IONE�CERAMICS�DESIGNED�TO�REmECT�

island pottery and churchware. Furniture-wise, vintage Parisian rattan 

SITS�ALONGSIDE�$IMITRA�S�GRANDMOTHER�S�ANTIQUE�INLAID�WALNUT�HEIRLOOMS��

On the walls is a smart hanging she commissioned, made from the 

brand’s unused wool and yarn.

Irish gardener Sally Razelou, a founder member of the Medi-

terranean Garden Society, created the grounds. Cacti, prickly pears, 

olive trees, marigolds and pines thrive in the salty breezes and sunshine 

that greet my arrival. At sunset we venture out for dinner to the won-

drous Iliovasilema (“sunset”) restaurant in Galissas. Then, out of 

nowhere, a storm roars in. Waves are galloping towards the sunbathing 

platform on our return, rearing up against the windows. “I have to do 

something,” says Dimitra calmly, “or the sea will carry everything away.” 

She discards her shoes and tucks her kaftan into her underwear as 

I follow obediently, water swirling around our thighs as we secure the 

Paola Navone sofas and loungers in the cellar. Panting, drenched and 

laughing like drains, we leave the scene as it gets even wilder. It is time 

to dry ourselves off, pull a cork and raise a glass for the most dramatic 

Greek baptism of a beautiful house called Gratitude.  

6ILLA�$ELLE�'RAZIE�CAN�BE�BOOKED�THROUGH�lVESTARGREECE�COM��WHICH�WILL�

ARRANGE�TRANSFERS�FROM�!THENS�AND�STAYS�IN�THE�CAPITAL�S�SMART�/NE�

!CROPOLIS�APARTMENTS��0RICES�ON�REQUEST��

HOUSE CALL

WAVES BREAK AGAINST THE ARCHED WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR WALLS, LEFT 

BARE TO ALLOW FOR THE PLAY OF WATER REFLECTIONS ON THE WHITEWASH
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